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Abstract

Purpose: One major challenge facing simultaneous positron emission tomography (PET)/ mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) is PET attenuation correction (AC) measurement and evaluation
of its accuracy. There is a crucial need for the evaluation of current and emergent PETAC meth-
odologies in terms of absolute quantitative accuracy in the reconstructed PET images.

Approach: To address this need, we developed and evaluated a lesion insertion tool for PET/
MRI that will facilitate this evaluation process. This tool was developed for the Biograph mMR
and evaluated using phantom and patient data. Contrast recovery coefficients (CRC) from the
NEMA IEC phantom of synthesized lesions were compared to measurements. In addition, SUV
biases of lesions inserted in human brain and pelvis images were assessed from PET images
reconstructed with MRI-based AC (MRAC) and CT-based AC (CTAC).

Results: For cross-comparison PET/MRI scanners AC evaluation, we demonstrated that the
developed lesion insertion tool can be harmonized with the GE-SIGNA lesion insertion tool.
About <3% CRC curves difference between simulation and measurement was achieved.
An average of 1.6% between harmonized simulated CRC curves obtained with mMR and
SIGNA lesion insertion tools was achieved. A range of −5% to 12% MRAC to CTAC SUV
bias was respectively achieved in the vicinity and inside bone tissues in patient images in two
anatomical regions, the brain, and pelvis.

Conclusions: A lesion insertion tool was developed for the Biograph mMR PET/MRI scanner
and harmonized with the SIGNA PET/MRI lesion insertion tool. These tools will allow for an
accurate evaluation of different PET/MRI AC approaches and permit exploration of subtle
attenuation correction differences across systems.

© 2021 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers (SPIE) [DOI: 10.1117/1.JMI.8.5.056001]
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1 Introduction

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a quantitative imaging technique for localizing radio-
tracer uptake. Quantitative PET has seen a growing interest, notably in oncology and neurol-
ogy,1,2 for both evaluating absolute tracer uptake and uptake changes over time to assess disease
progression or treatment efficacy. The most common measurement of tracer uptake is the stand-
ardized uptake value (SUV), which is the ratio of measured lesion activity concentration uptake
to the total injected tracer activity normalized by the patient body weight.3

An essential element for accurate quantification in PET is the attenuation correction (AC). In
PET/computed tomography (PET/CT), the AC maps are generated from the CT images based on
information from photon attenuation due to different tissue radiodensity and attenuation
maps are derived by a linear relationship4 between the Hounsfield unit (HU) and photon attenu-
ation coefficients at 511 keV. PET/magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) was introduced as a
new hybrid imaging modality, which has the potential to enhance the diagnostic accuracy pro-
vided by the excellent soft-tissue contrast of MRI.5 In PET/MRI, AC [MRI-based AC (MRAC)]
is instead based on the proton magnetic properties in the tissues, and those properties
cannot easily be related to photon attenuation. In particular, bones are problematic because pro-
tons in bone depict short transverse relaxation signal (T2), which is too short to be captured
by most MRI techniques.6 The absence of adequate MRI signal for air and bone leads to errors
in attenuation map generation in those regions,7,8 leading to erroneous quantitative
measurements9,10 of activity in bones or close to bones. In addition, fat and soft-tissue AC coef-
ficients are assigned fixed standard values rather than measured from actual regional density or
composition.

Numerous approaches for AC in PET/MRI have been proposed over the last few years. PET/
MRI AC approaches fall into three categories.6,11 The first class is based on the segmentation of
the MRI images into tissues of interest using different MRI imaging sequences.12–16 A second
class of approaches, an atlas-based approach, which uses an atlas or measured patient template of
major bones combined with a pattern recognition technique.17–20 Finally, a recently introduced
third class, deep learning-based approaches, are used to generate pseudo-CT images directly
from MRI images.21–24

Most clinical evaluation of PET/MRI studies have compared PET/MRI to PET/CT, which
requires patients to be imaged sequentially on PET/CT and PET/MRI.25 This procedure is
inherently limited by the fact that the PET acquisitions are at a different time from the injection
and requires many patients recruited that possess lesions of varied sizes and locations.
Hence, this approach does not permit rapid development and evaluation of novel research
PET/MRI AC approaches or the evaluation of new methodologies provided by the PET/MRI
manufacturers.

Characterizing errors associated with various MRACs is difficult. Studies that use real patient
data suffer from a lack of diversity in terms of lesions type or location.21,23,24,26–28 The evaluation
of AC methodology could be accomplished with appropriately designed phantoms—employing
anthropomorphic shapes. However, the construction of PET/MRI compliant phantoms requires
the development of materials that are both mimicking human body tissue composition and
exhibit both the photon attenuation properties of PET and protons magnetic field response for
MR imaging. Such phantoms must also respond identically to body tissue when imaged with
clinically employed ACMR sequences or methodologies. The construction of such a phantom is
complex and may never completely represent the variety of human body shapes and bone struc-
tures observed in the population.

Therefore, to aid in the evaluation of different PET/MRI AC approaches, a fast and accurate
lesion insertion tool is needed. A new tool was developed and validated for the Siemens
mMR system,29 and its performance was evaluated along with the existing GE PET imaging
lesion insertion tool,30,31 using NEMA IEC phantom and patient data in the brain and
pelvis PET/MRI images. Using the NEMA IEC phantom, both lesion insertion tools were
harmonized to provide the same CRC curves for spherical objects of varying sizes. The
application of the lesion simulations tools was demonstrated in human patient PET/MRI
imaging.
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2 Methods

2.1 Lesion Insertion Tool Framework for mMR

We developed a MATLAB (MathWorks, ver. R2018b) graphical application to allow interac-
tively inserting lesions from locations defined from three-dimensional (3D) anatomical images
[Fig. 1(a)]. The tool employs anatomical MRI and CT images as a reference for specifying the
position of the synthetic lesion. The lesion insertion tool also allows the use of attenuation maps
derived from CTor MRI images or a computed analytical phantom attenuation map with defined
linear attenuation coefficients (LACs). Figure 1(b) shows the lesion insertion tool flow-chart.
First, the 3D anatomical image is loaded into the application, and the user interactively identifies
the insertion location. For this validation work, lesions (spherical by default) were inserted and
defined by a diameter (D) at a location position identified by its orthogonal coordinates [hori-
zontal-transverse position (X), vertical-transverse position (Y), and horizontal-axial position
(Z)]. Pixel intensities for the inserted spherical lesion are set to an initial known activity in
Bq/ml corresponding to a lesion SUV specified by the user. The number of detected coincidences
is then calculated based on the PET/MRI scanner acquisition parameters, which are acquisition
time, injection time and activity, scanner sensitivity along with the known patient’s weight. The
inserted lesion image is then smoothed using the scanner point spread function at full width half
maximum (FWHM). For this study, we employed and isotropic FWHM of the Gaussian smooth-
ing filer of 4.35 mm3. This value is correct for lesions positioned close to the center of the FOV.29

In general, a spatially variant non-isotropic FWHM should be used, depending on number of
iterations, post-reconstruction filter, or use of point-spread function. This parameter can easily be
changed by the user. Users can approximate this parameter according to lesions positions inside
scanner’s FOV. The resulted inserted lesion is then forward projected into sinogram space and
calibrated using the scanner quantification factor, which is provided in the normalization header
file. Then, the calibrated lesion sinogram is divided by the attenuation correction factor sino-
gram, which was itself derived from the forward projection of the attenuation map. The algo-
rithm employs the forward-projector included in the e7tools software distribution for the
Biograph mMR. Finally, and since the sum of two Poisson distribution is a Poisson distribution,
we simulated Poisson noise is added to the forward projected, un-normalized, attenuated lesion
sinograms. The final lesion sinogram is then added to the measured patient sinogram and PET
images including the inserted synthetic lesion (or lesions) are reconstructed using AC,
scatter correction and normalization. Lesion scatter is calculated using single–scatter simulation
provided with e7tools for the inserted lesion using its activity and the patient attenuation map.
For small, ∼20-mm diameter, with moderate activity, the contribution of additional scatter will
be negligible and have little effect on patient scatter distribution.

Fig. 1 (a) An example of lesion inserted interactively on patient pelvis attenuation map (indicated
using an arrow). (b) Flowchart of the synthetic lesion insertion process for the lesion insertion tools
for mMR.
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Additional scatter generated by the lesion needs to be considered only in case of large and
intense lesions.

2.2 Image Reconstruction

In this work, the 3D-OSEM image reconstruction algorithm was used and was performed using
vendor specific image research reconstruction toolboxes e7tools (Siemens) and Duetto PET
Toolbox (GE). Due to differences in scanner hardware and image reconstruction algorithm
implementation, the quantitative accuracy of measuring activity in small lesions will be slightly
different in response to image reconstruction parameters for each implementation. For the mMR
lesion insertion tool, images were reconstructed with 3 iterations, 21 subsets, and 5-mm post-
reconstruction Gaussian smoothing filter with 256 × 256 × 127 matrix with voxels at 1:043 ×
1:043 × 2:031 mm3 each. For the GE Signa,32 images were reconstructed with two iterations and
16 subsets with time of flight (TOF) on a matrix size of 256 × 256 × 89 and pixel size 2:338 ×
2:3438 × 2:78 mm3 each. No post-reconstruction smoothing filter was initially applied with the
SIGNA lesion insertion tool since post filtering will be used for harmonization with the lesion
insertion tool developed for the mMR. AC was provided by CT images of the phantom registered
using rigid registration with the elastix software33,34 to the MRI attenuation map, scaled to
511 keV attenuation coefficient.35 Scatter correction was used as implemented in the vendor-
provided image reconstruction toolboxes.

2.3 Harmonization of the Lesion Insertion Tools

In the context of multi-center clinical trials, it often becomes necessary to pool data coming from
multi-institutions and multi-scanners to increase the pool of studies included in a given research
study. To allow examination of AC strategies across manufacturers using lesion insertion tool
methodologies, it is necessary to demonstrate that tools developed for each manufacturer can
adequately reproduce physical measurements of lesion activity and, also that lesions of similar
sizes can be demonstrated to generate similar recovery and characteristics on different scanners.
Two lesion insertion tools (this work and the GE-SIGNA) were harmonized by adjusting the
post-reconstruction Gaussian smoothing to the images generated by the GE SIGNA lesion inser-
tion tool to achieve identical CRC curves obtained from the images of the NEMA IEC phantom.
The GE SIGNA lesion insertion tool images, were first reconstructed without a post-reconstruc-
tion smoothing and then smoothed using a 3D Gaussian kernel at different FWHM, starting
from 1 to 3 mm by step of 0.01 mm. CRC curves were calculated for each FWHM kernel width,
and the optimal post-reconstruction filter was defined by the best match between simulated
CRC curves from mMR (CRCmMR) and SIGNA scanners (CRCSIGNA) by least-square
minimization:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e001;116;275χ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiXN
i¼1

ðCRCimMR − CRCiSIGNAÞ2
vuut ∕N: (1)

N is the number spheres in the NEMA IEC phantom.

2.4 Phantom Imaging

Phantom measurements were performed using the Siemens Biograph mMR (Siemens Knoxville,
Tennessee) and GE SIGNA (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, Wisconsin) PET/MRI hybrid scanners.
Performances and characteristics of the two scanners have been previously described.29,32 The
NEMA IEC phantom, with its standard six spheres, was used in this study.36 This phantom
consists of a hollow chamber embedded with six fillable spheres of diameter at 10, 13, 17,
28, and 37 mm. The NEMA IEC phantom was prepared so that lesion to background ratio was
∼9:75∶1 at the time of imaging with a total of 20 MBq in the phantom large water compartment.
The developed lesion insertion tool does not limit lesion to background ratio, i.e., 3:1. This was
checked through the linearity of the lesion response to a range of specified activities (Sec. 3.2.2
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and added as Fig. 8 in appendix). These results demonstrate that inserting lesion activity is a
linear process and would corresponds in linear behavior in terms of ratios of background activity.

2.4.1 Validation using the NEMA IEC phantom

Lesion size dependency of contract recovery was validated using the NEMA IEC phantom with
its standard six spheres. Six additional spheres, identical in size, and transverse positions, were
inserted at an axial slice 58 mm away from to the plane containing the spheres of the actual
physical phantom. CRC curves for the simulated and measured lesions were created for vali-
dation. CRC curves were calculated using volumes of interest (VOI) defined by the known water
volume of each sphere for the simulated and experimental lesions using:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e002;116;603CRCj ¼
��

ROIhotj

ROIback

�
− 1

�
∕ðR − 1Þ: (2)

ROIhotj is the mean activity for the CRC mean, or max activity for CRC max, in the j’th
lesion. ROIback is the mean activity in the background. R is the known ratio between lesion
activity and background. A histogram of pixels intensity was generated for the largest simulated
and measured spherical lesion (37-mm diameter) for each system.

The average percentage differences between simulated and measured CRC values were
calculated using:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e003;116;482CRCdiff ¼
P

N
i¼1

����� CRCiSim−CRCiMeas

CRCiSimþCRCiMeas

���� � 100
�

N
; (3)

where CRCSim and CRCMeas are simulated and measured CRCs for all spheres, respectively. N is
the number of lesions.

The images with lesions simulated by the GE SIGNA lesion insertion tool were filtered using
an optimal post-reconstruction Gaussian kernel that leads to the best fit between the simulated
and measured CRC curves defined by χ-minimization of Eq. (1). The same approach was fol-
lowed as in the harmonization of the lesion insertion tools, but here optimization was performed
between simulated and measured lesions from the SIGNA lesion insertion tool.

2.4.2 Evaluation of spatial uniformity of SUV measurements

Spatial activity uniformity of inserted lesions was assessed using a numerical uniform water
cylinder and simulated lesions. Spatial lesion activity uniformity was evaluated in the transaxial
and axial directions inside the scanner FOV. The attenuation map was simulated by a numerical
30 cm × 25 cm water cylinder phantom of an attenuation value of 0:096 cm−1. The simulated
lesion’s size was 20 mm in diameter. The center of the water cylinder phantom corresponds to the
scanner center of FOV (X; Y; Z ¼ 0). For transaxial radial positions, the simulated spherical
lesions were lying on the X-horizontal transverse of the scanner FOV (Y ¼ 0; Z ¼ 0), starting
at 10 mm from the edge of the water cylinder diameter and increasingly incremented by 10 mm
until the center of the water cylinder. For transaxial vertical positions, the same simulation pro-
cedures were carried as for the transaxial radial lesion. However, for this case, lesions were
aligned on the Y-vertical axis of the scanner FOV (X ¼ 0; Z ¼ 0). For axial positions, simulated
lesions were laying on the Z-horizontal axial axis of the water cylinder (X ¼ 0; Y ¼ 0), starting
from the axial front edge of the height of the water cylinder and incrementing 20 mm between
each lesion until the water cylinder center. The lesions mean relative activity throughout the FOV
was calculated using CRC as per Eq. (2).

2.5 Patient Imaging

Lesions were inserted in the brain and pelvis patient PET images. Brain PET images were
selected from a PET/MRI (mMR) 18F-Florbetapir Alzheimer disease research study. Pelvis
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PET images were a part of research oncology FDG PET/MRI dataset. Both datasets had a paired
CT available. In addition to data analysis, lesion insertion methodology in the brain and pelvis
images is described in the following sections.

2.5.1 Brain images

Using the mMR lesion insertion tool, 8-mm diameter spherical lesions were individually inserted
at different positions in the brain images [Fig. 2(a)]. Images with inserted lesions were recon-
structed [Fig. 2(b)] using three different MRAC approaches: the first one is the two-point
DIXON,16,37 where the attenuation maps are segmented into two tissue density classes, water,
and fat. The second one includes the bone atlas model to the two-point DIXON image, resulting
in three tissue density classes, water, fat, and bone.19 The third one uses the ultrashort echo time
(UTE) sequence, which contains three classes, fat, water, and an estimates of the bone structure
from the ultra-short echo MR data.15 Additionally, the same brain images without any inserted
lesions were reconstructed following the same procedure for images reconstructed with inserted
lesions. Two types of simulation scenarios were considered to study the effect of bone and back-
ground activity on lesion uptake for a given MRAC approach. In the first scenario, lesions were
inserted and reconstructed with patient brain background activity. In the second scenario, lesions
were inserted and reconstructed without patient brain background activity (patient sinogram
voxels were equal to zeros).

MRAC to CTAC SUV bias was calculated in inserted lesions reconstructed with and without
background activity and in the reconstructed brain images without inserted lesion.

MRAC to CTAC to SUV bias was calculated following:

EQ-TARGET;temp:intralink-;e004;116;258SUVbias ¼ ðPETMRAC − PETCTACÞ∕PETCTAC: (4)

2.5.2 Pelvis images

PET/MRI and CT pelvis images were available for both mMR and SIGNA scanners. CT images
were elastically registered to the MRAC and scaled to 511-keV photon AC. The CT images of
the patient were registered to MR with deformable registration using the Elastix software with
three levels of multiresolution along with the B-spline interpolation, B-spline transform,
advanced mutual information metric, and the adaptive stochastic gradient descent optimizer.
CT HU to PET attenuation scaling was done according to35 with cut-off bone soft tissue at
300 HU. Patient MRAC was obtained from the two-point DIXON sequence to segment the
MRI images into four tissue classes, which are air, fat, water, and lung. Then uniform LAC
was specified for each of the segmented tissue classes.16 Finally, a 20-mm diameter spherical
lesion was inserted, and its position swept across the transaxial radial positions on the patient

Fig. 2 Illustration of 8-mm lesion inserted at seven different positions on the brain CT image (a).
Same positions were kept for all PET-based MRAC and CTAC reconstructions. b) An example of
an inserted lesion in the frontal cortex near cranial bones.
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pelvis images Fig. 6. SUV bias between lesions in the PET reconstructed MRAC and PET CTAC
reconstructed patient images in the pelvis were evaluated.

3 Results

3.1 Harmonization of the Lesion Insertion Tools

Figure 3(c) compares the CRCmean and CRCmax for the various sphere sizes simulated with the
mMR (this work) and SIGNA lesion insertion tools. An average of 1.6% CRCmean curves and
1.8% CRCmax curves differences between simulated lesions obtained with the two lesion inser-
tion tools was achieved. χ-minimization is achieved with a 1.64-mm FWHM Gaussian smooth-
ing kernel applied to images reconstructed following lesion insertion with the SIGNA lesion
insertion tool. For the CRCmean and CRCmax and the least-square values were χ ¼ 0.029 and
χ ¼ 0.035, respectively.

3.2 Phantom Imaging

3.2.1 Validation using the NEMA IEC phantom

About <1% average of CRCmean difference between simulations and measurements was
achieved for both lesion insertion tools compared to the NEMA IEC phantom [Figs. 3(a) and
3(b)]. An average percentage difference of 1.5% and 2% between simulated and measured

Fig. 3 Comparison between simulated and measured CRC curves for both CRCmean and max in
the NEMA IEC six lesions obtained with both lesion insertion tools. (a) Results are applied for the
mMR and (b) SIGNA PET/MRI scanners. On the right, harmonized sphere size-dependent CRC
values calculated in simulated lesions with both lesion insertions tools.
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CRCmax curves for the mMR and SIGNA scanners were observed, respectively. The Gaussian
smoothing kernel that provided the best fit between the simulated and measured CRC for the
SIGNA lesion insertion tool was 2.59-mm FWHM.

The accuracy of the agreement was estimated by χ-minimization between the measured and
simulated curves. For mMR lesion insertion tool, the χ values for CRCmean and CRCmax are χ ¼
0.012 and χ ¼ 0.009, respectively. For the SIGNA lesion insertion tool, χ values for CRCmean

and CRCmax are χ ¼ 0.012 and χ ¼ 0.033, respectively.
Both simulated and measured intensity histograms show similar distributions for inserted

lesions Fig. 4. The histograms were fitted with a Gaussian function, and FWHM of the distri-
butions were compared. For the mMR lesion insertion tool simulated and measured pixel inten-
sity histograms, the Gaussian fit showed an FWHM = 0.059 and FWHM = 0.068, respectively.
For the SIGNA lesion insertion tool, simulated and measured pixel histogram intensity, the
Gaussian fit showed an FWHM = 0.054 and FWHM = 0.071, respectively. In these plots, the
tails toward lower values correspond to the sphere edge pixels with lower statistics. Both lesion
insertion tools showed similar tail distributions [Fig. 3(c)] with an excellent similarity between
simulated and experimental sphere distributions.

3.2.2 Evaluation of spatial uniformity

Spatial uniformity in the X; Y, and Z directions demonstrated excellent consistency in lesions
activity through the scanner FOV is achieved for both lesion insertion tools (appendix). For the
mMR scanner, the average relative activity bias, calculated as mean [100—(R_activity)] where
R_activity is the lesion relative mean activity throughout the scanner FOV (Fig. 7 in appendix), is
respectively 3.3%, 4.1%, and 1.6% at the X; Y, and Z sampled positions. For the SIGNA lesion
insertion tool, the average relative bias is 0.5%, 0.8%, and 0.9%, respectively. The linearity of the
lesion insertion tools in response to various simulated lesion activity was verified by a 37-mm
sphere placed at the center of the FOV. The correlation coefficient between the initially specified
and the reconstructed lesion activities was r ¼ 0:9999 (Fig. 8 in appendix).

3.3 Patient Imaging

3.3.1 Brain images

Figure 5 shows MRAC to CTAC SUV bias in lesions inserted in brain images with and without
background activity. Furthermore, MRAC to CTAC SUV bias in VOIs corresponding to the
same shape and positions of the inserted lesions in the original reconstructed brain image (with-
out inserted lesions) was calculated. For the two-point DIXON-based MRAC, as expected, a
negative MRAC to CTAC bias was observed for all inserted lesions. For the DIXON attenuation
maps, and in lesions relatively closer to the cranial bones, a higher negative bias reflecting an

Fig. 4 Normalized pixels intensity histogram for the largest NEMA sphere, 37 mm. (a) For the
mMR simulated and measured lesions and (b) the SIGNA simulated and measured lesions.
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underestimation of SUV uptake was observed. For the UTE attenuation maps, MRAC to CTAC
SUV bias in lesion situated at positions 1 and 2, which is located in the left and right frontal
cortex and the vicinity of the cranial bones (Figs. 2 and 5), was higher than what has been
obtained using the DIXONNo-skull-model and DIXONSkull-model attenuation maps. This SUV bias
is attributed to the difference between cranial bone thickness in the UTE and CTAC attenuation
maps. Error bars in Fig. 5 shows the standard deviation of the count intensity within the lesion or
within the region defined by the lesion. We observed much larger standard deviation and poten-
tially larger errors in AC accuracy when simply using the brain activity rather than using data
from a higher count synthetic lesion. This observation is consistent throughout all the lesions
simulated.

3.3.2 Pelvis images

In the patient pelvis images, SUV bias in inserted lesions obtained with PET reconstructed using
MRAC (using the two-point DIXONNo-skull-model MRI (mMR) or LAVA-FLEX (GE Signa)
sequences) and CTAC is shown in Fig. 6. A negative bias is observed when using MRAC with
respect to CTAC within the vicinity or within bones, with a similar magnitude between simulated
lesions inserted with the GE Signa lesion insertion tool. This negative bias is expected from the
higher bone density correctly identified by CTAC.

4 Discussion

We have developed and validated a synthetic lesion insertion tool for the Siemens mMR
Biograph scanner for the purpose to aid in the evaluation of attenuation methodology in

Fig. 5 MRAC to CTAC SUV bias calculated in 8-mm lesion inserted at different positions in the
brain images. (a) Lesions were inserted without activity background. (b) Lesions were inserted on
background activity. (c) Same lesions VOIs were used to calculate CTAC to MRAC in the original
brain images (without inserted lesions).
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PET/MRI and to quantify errors associated with the MRI-derived AC maps propagating through
PET image reconstruction that affect lesions SUVuptake quantification.38 We have further dem-
onstrated that harmonization with the GE lesion insertion tool was possible and have applied the
lesion insertion tools to two clinically relevant scenarios, in the brain and in the pelvis patient
images.

Using the NEMA IEC phantom data, excellent agreement was achieved between simulated
and measured CRC curves with an accuracy <3% and we demonstrated harmonization to the GE
Signa insertion tool with an average of 1.6% difference is CRC values for spherical lesions with
diameter down to 10 mm. Simulated spherical lesions in cylindrical water phantom showed
excellent uniformity in the mean activity at different positions in the scanner FOV. Lesion activ-
ity/SUV linearity was also verified and excellent correlation coefficient between initial and
reconstructed lesion activity. The correlation coefficient between the initially specified and the
reconstructed lesion activities was r ¼ 0:9999.

We demonstrated that a simple approach for harmonizing the two lesion insertion tools was
to apply an optimized post-reconstruction Gaussian filter. The FWHM of the Gaussian filter that
resulted in the agreement of CRC curves was obtained at a harmonization filter (1.64 mm in this
study) applied on the lesion simulated with the SIGNA lesion insertion tool. The optimization of
the post-reconstruction filter provided near identical CRC curves compared to what has been
published by other groups.30 The lesion insertion tools also provided remarkable similarity
between pixel histogram intensity distributions between simulated and measured lesions, thereby
creating lesions with realistic noise structure. Our work thus demonstrate lesion insertion tools
can simulate realistic synthetic lesions of various sizes with accurate CRC, and our harmoni-
zation approach further supports the comparison of these synthetic lesions across manufacturers.

The lesion insertion in patient data sets mirrored MRAC to CTAC SUV bias that was pre-
viously seen in the published literature in the brain and for the three MRAC approaches, DIXON,
DIXON/skull model, and UTE,12,13,18,39 and in the pelvis using the two-point DIXON.16,17,28,39

These results provide evidence that the synthetic lesions can replicate true lesions in patient data
sets. Quantitative measurements from inserted lesion enables to study more accurately the error
dependency from the use different attenuation maps on lesion SUV uptake, anatomical locali-
zation relative to bone structures, the quality of such attenuation maps as well as the accuracy of

Fig. 6 (a) Bias between PET reconstructed MRAC to CTAC from the mMR scanner using two-
point DIXONNo-skull-model. MRAC to CTAC SUV bias calculated in a 20-mm lesion inserted
cross the patient pelvis image for the (b) mMR and (c) SIGNA.
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the registration of CT-based attenuation maps to MRI. As demonstrated by our study in the brain,
the error measurement associated with the choice of AC methodologies is more accurately deter-
mined from high statistic inserted lesions, rather than using the underlying nominal brain activ-
ity. Our results also demonstrate lower bias relative to CTAC using the DIXONSkull-model rather
than the DIXONNo-skull-model and UTE attenuation maps in the present patient brain images.

Lesion insertion tools, allows a fast analytical simulation of PET image acquisition, and ena-
bles the evaluation of AC strategies (MRAC or CTAC). Since the inserted lesions are set to a
known initial SUV value, size, higher-counts, and accurate position inside the scanner FOV, the
evaluation of PET/MRI AC approaches can thus be quantitatively and accurately evaluated.

Alternative methods to simulate lesions with known activity involve Monte Carlo (MC) sim-
ulations by inserting a lesion into patient images.40–42 Example of such software packages
include GATE43 or SIMSET44 and PET-SORTEO.45,46 Simulating realistic PET scanner geom-
etries and experiments with these packages requires lengthy computation and involves signifi-
cant computing resources. These software are more suited for validation and analysis of novel
PET scanner geometries and related developments.47 Another more general-purpose analytical
PET simulator is ASIM, developed by,48 was proposed for general PET geometries and not
specific to any particular scanner. We believe the application of a forward projector specific
to a particular camera hardware allows for best match with experimental data.

The SIGNA lesion insertion tool was previously developed as general-purpose for GE PET
scanners. Hence, deviations in CRCs values were observed for the GE lesion insertion tool from
the experimental CRCs, especially for the smallest spheres (<20 mm) as reported in Ref. 30.
Therefore, we have determined an optimal post-reconstruction Gaussian filter for the inserted
lesion in the GE SIGNA to match the measured CRC values.

One of the limitations of this study is that MRAC was evaluated using spherical lesions
inserted of uniform activity and various sizes. However, the methodology is easily expandable
to the insertion of non-spherical, arbitrary shapes and heterogeneous lesions of irregular shapes
or even segmented physical lesions from actual patient data. Evaluation of AC methodology and
lesion morphology was not investigated in this work since we use spherical lesions, however, we
have demonstrated even when small lesion overlaps, even partially, with the bone structures,
SUV bias is much higher and thus SUV bias is very sensitive to the exact lesion location.
Future work by our group will include evaluation with lesion insertion of various morphologies
to evaluate the heterogeneous effect of AC within the lesion as well as using structural regional
VOI as defined from brain segmentation.

Beyond the intended use of AC in PET/MRI, these tools allow for generation of a lesion of
known ground truth and therefore allows one to study the impact of a subtle difference in image
reconstruction, including the effects of choice of reconstruction parameters and possibly con-
sequences from the scatter correction accuracy. Similar work has been published where MC
simulations were used for generating deep learning training data for SPECT/CT scatter correc-
tion. Synthetic lesion insertion could also be useful to study scatter correction approaches.49 The
application of the lesion insertion tool may not be limited to AC evaluation in PET/MRI. Its
application could be extended to study lesion detectability, image segmentation, and image regis-
tration approaches.50 Evaluation of the effect of TOF, resolution modeling, statistical Poisson
noise, and scan duration on the PET reconstructed images can be also performed.51 Assessment
of PET/MRI measurement reproducibility in the case of inconsistencies between test-retest PET/
MRI measurement for patients with cancer could be done using the lesion insertion tool.52

Synthetic imaging is also a promising solution for the evaluation of deep learning algorithms
in clinical applications. For instance, the lesion insertion tool allows to insert a diversity of patho-
logical shapes and intensities in the patients’ images for training and testing a deep learning-
based PET/MRI AC or other machine learning applications such as lesion segmentation. This
can be done using realistic lesions provided by segmented lesion images in the same or different
patient anatomical regions.

The procedure of lesion insertion methodology and its harmonization developed in this paper
can be extended to other scanners models or manufacturers as they become available Our group
is working to make the mMR and SIGNA lesion insertion tools available through an online
interface for general users.
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5 Conclusion

AC accuracy in simultaneous PET/MRI is a crucial step for validation of this novel imaging
modality. Several PET/MRI AC approaches already exist, and others are in development, and
there is a crucial need to evaluate their accuracy efficiently and rigorously. A lesion insertion tool
was developed and employed to compare MRAC approaches available in the commercial scan-
ners using phantom data and patient images in the brain and pelvis. We have also demonstrated
harmonization of the developed lesion insertion tools with the GE Signa lesion insertion tool,
with simulated and measured lesion CRC curves and have demonstrated excellent agreement for
both tools. These tools were further applied in clinically relevant imaging and demonstrated that
AC bias on SUV values can be evaluated using lesion insertion tool, which in turn, can be used
toward PET/MRI scanner validation for clinical application of in qualification in clinical trial.

6 Appendix

The uniformity of the inserted lesion activity through the transaxial and axial directions through
the scanner FOV was verified for the SIGNA and mMR lesion insertion tools. Figure 7 depicts
lesion activity uniformity inside the scanner FOV. Furthermore, lesion activity linearity was veri-
fied for the mMR lesion insertion tool and presented in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows NEMA IEC
reconstructed inserted lesions for the SIGNA and mMR lesion insertion tools.

Fig. 7 Lesion relative activity through the radial transaxial, radial tangential, and axial directions
for the (a) mMR and (b) SIGNA.

Fig. 8 Lesion activity linearity for the mMR scanner. Theoretical versus reconstructed lesion
activities.
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